T

he 19th century was the peak
of clockwork motivation.
Ingenious mechanical devices played
chess, animated mannequins and
drove horseless carriages.
Had the development of steam
power not replaced it what great
wonders of clockwork driven
inventions would have evolved?
And in the hands of would-be
emperors what devastating
inventions of destruction
would have been built?

Welcome to the world
of the Clockwork Empire

There is a tyrant whose empire reaches
from the Rhine to the Pyrenees. His armies have
spread a tidal wave of war across Europe.
Only one little island stands in his way, protected
by twenty-one miles of sea. But Cogs are turning,
springs are being wound, Napoleon’s clockwork
submersibles are moving beneath the waves and
time is running out for the British Isles.

It is 1803 and these are the
Tales from the Clockwork Empire

T

his was an age
when men were
colonizing the
seabed in clockwork
submersibles,
where warriors
fought in frameworks
of iron, where galleon
ships sailed the air
beneath wings of
gossamer steel.

It was called the Age of the
Clockwork Empire... And in
1803 this is how it began…

CALAMUS QUILL

Q

uill is the overseas correspondent to
‘The Times’ daily broadsheet. Still in
its infancy the Times is establishing itself
as a leading investigator into political
news, both home and abroad. Under
this guise Quill is able to go unmolested
into storm torn Europe, collecting
intelligence for the British government,
and as such can be identified as
‘a gentleman spy’.

LADY ISABELLA HASTINGS

I

ntroduced to the crown heads of Europe
by her husband Lord William, she moves
in high society, a woman of fashion and
elegance. But an untamed wild spirit and
a determination to over turn the injustice
of a male dominated world brings her in
contact with adventures and escapades at
the forefront of this historic conflict.
She is also the ghostwriter of Quills acclaimed
newspaper articles; acting as both his scribe and his
researcher and together they make a formidable team
against the plots and intrigues of Bonaparte’s agents.

JEREMIAH TIMBERSIDE

J

erry is an ex sailor who has seen action
in Egypt and in the battle of
Cape St Vincent.
A man of action and few words he becomes
both Quill’s bodyguard and aide.

LORD PERCY DASHWOOD

D

ashwood, the aristocratic amateur
inventor, is a man of vision, a
revolutionary... a man with
ambition. He sees a new world
order where mechanism is both
the driving force and servant of man.
Disillusioned with the lack of foresight
in his own country he has turned his
allegiance to the new power in Europe...
Bonaparte.

SOLOMON TOMBS

T

ombs is a journalist working for
the ‘Inquiring Chronicle’, a gossip
tabloid of the period.
A man with a grievance and envious
of Quill he has no allegiances or morals.
He acquires knowledge and intelligence
to sell to the highest bidder.

DOMINIQUE-JOSEPH RENE
VANDAMME

A

General in Napoleon’s army.
Napoleon is said to have told him,
“If I had two of you, the only solution
would be to have one hang the other”.
A Rogue Officer. Unpredictable,
formidable, dangerous!
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L

eading European specialists have
gone missing. Quill and Lady Isabella
suspect Lord Percy Dashwood is using
their collected experience to create
submersibles to attack the
Royal Navy from beneath the waves.
Investigating Dashwood’s mansion
they discover propeller steered
torpedoes about to be launched as
an impregnable wave of destruction
across the Solent. In their path...
the Victory, Ship of the Line,
on sea trials... on board
Vice Admiral Lord Nelson!

L

ord William, Isabella’s husband, while
investigating the missing Rosetta Stone in Egypt,
has discovered proof that there was an Egyptian
Clockwork Empire in the time of Ramses VII,
3000 years ago!
Meanwhile in Saint Petersburg Lady Isabella,
while enjoying the high society of Tsar Alexander’s
court, is introduced to a new and dazzling
entertainment, the Turk, a mechanical device that
plays chess and enthrals the socialites of the city.
The river Neva is freezing over, soon Petersburg will
be cut off for the winter. The Tsar is confident that
Bonaparte is unable to attack over the ice. After all,
the calculations needed to steer ten thousand troops,
taking in the equations of the temperature, depth of
ice and weather conditions, would take a hundred
mathematicians a year to formulate.
But ancient forces are at work and Lady Isabella must
seek the help of her old friend, Calamus Quill, in
defeating a clockwork intelligence from the dawn of
history that threatens the very heart of
Imperial Russia.
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